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Abstract
Purpose: The energy spectrum of a linear accelerator used for dose calculations is determined during beam commissioning by iteratively adjusting the
spectrum and comparing calculated and measured percent depth-dose curves.
Direct measurement of the energy spectrum using pulse mode detectors is
particularly challenging because of the high-energy, high fluence nature of
these beams and limitations of the detector systems. This work implements a
Compton scattering (CS) spectroscopy setup and presents detector corrections and spectral unfolding techniques to measure the spectrum of a 6 MV
linear accelerator using a pulse mode detector. Methods: Spectral measurements were performed using a Varian Clinac 21EX linear accelerator and a
high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector. To reduce fluence to the detector, a
custom-built lead shield and a CS spectrometry setup were used. The detector
was placed at CS angles of 46˚, 89˚, and 125˚. At each of these locations, a detector response function was generated to account for photon interactions
within the experimental geometry. Gold’s deconvolution algorithm was used
to unfold the energy spectrum. The measured spectra were compared to simulated spectra, which were obtained using an experimentally benchmarked
model of the Clinac 21EX in MCNP6. Results: Measurements were acquired
and detector response corrections were calculated for all three CS angles. A
comparison of spectra for all CS angles showed good agreement with one
another. The spectra for all three angles were averaged and showed good
agreement with the MCNP6 simulated spectrum, with all points above 400
keV falling within 4%, which was within the uncertainty of the measurement
and statistical uncertainty. Conclusions: The measurement of the energy
spectrum of a 6 MV linear accelerator using a pulse-mode detector is pre-
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sented in this work. For accurate spectrum determination, great care must be
taken to optimize the detector setup, determine proper corrections, and to
unfold the spectrum.
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Detectors, Monte Carlo

1. Introduction
Dose calculation engines uses in clinical radiation therapy treatment planning
for photons primarily use model based dose calculation algorithms to determine
dose to the patient [1] [2]. For these algorithms, the knowledge of the energy
spectrum is important for accurate dose determination, especially around high-Z
material interfaces and heterogeneities [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. The spectrum is typically estimated by an iterative tuning approach [8] using beam data measured
during linear accelerator commissioning [9]. An initial spectrum, determined
through Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations or published beam data [10] [11], is iteratively adjusted until the calculated percent depth dose (PDD) curves match the
measured PDDs in a standardized measurement setup [12].
The most common and widely accepted method for spectral determination of
linear accelerators is through MC simulations. Linear accelerator models have
been generated using various MC codes [1] [13]-[20]. It is known that there are
differences among these codes including electron transport, bremsstrahlung cross
sections, and variance reduction techniques [15] [16] [21], and as such it is recommended that these models are validated against measured beam data [22].
Measurement of the energy spectrum is challenging due to the high photon
energy and high fluence rates that are characteristic of the output of the machines
[23], and the limitations of detectors. As a result, spectrum measurements often
implement techniques to reduce fluence to the detector and generate an environment in which measurements are feasible. A group of studies have inserted a
target with a low-Z material, usually deuterium, into the primary photon beam,
and measured the production of photoneutrons. Using cross-sectional data, the
photon spectrum was determined [24] [25]. Faddegon et al. [26] decreased the
mA of a clinical linear accelerator by several orders of magnitude, and used a
pulse mode detector to measure the output spectrum. The most common technique for spectrum measurement involved unfolding an energy spectrum from
measurements of beam transmission through various mass thicknesses of attenuating material [8] [27]-[34]. A photon energy spectrum can be subsequently
unfolded from the transmission measurements using a wide variety of unfolding
techniques, including Laplace transform pairs [3] [27] [31], direct matrix inversion [33], and neural networks [32].
Measurement of linear accelerator spectra using pulse mode detectors are liDOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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mited by the processing speed of a spectroscopic system for a singular pulse [35].
The high fluence nature of linear accelerators induce pulse pile-up, in which
pulses are often distorted or superimposed on top of one another, leading to inaccurate spectra measurements [23] [36]. Spectroscopic measurements of linear
accelerator spectra were completed on first generation linear accelerators with
accelerated electron energies ranging from (2 to 25) MeV using a Compton scattering technique [36]-[41]. Compton-scattering spectroscopy is performed by
placing the pulse mode detector at a known angle from the primary axis, measuring a scatter spectrum, and calculating the primary spectrum [42] [43] [44]
[45]. The authors corrected the response of the detectors using a response function and related the measured scatter spectra to the primary bremsstrahlung
spectra using the Klein-Nishina cross section and the energy-angle relationship
based on the assumption that electrons are unbound and at rest [23]. Response
functions were typically generated through the interpolation of the response of
monoenergetic sources or through analytical calculation. Both of these methods
are limited by the availability and maximum energy of monoenergetic sources
and the complexity of the collimation and shielding geometries used in calculations [23]. As a result, the agreement between measured and analytically determined spectra for first generation linear accelerators varied based on the effectiveness of the correction and unfolding techniques.
This work developed a technique to measure the spectrum of a 6 MV modern
linear accelerator using a pulse mode detector in a CS geometry and a collimator.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to determine a detector response function
and to determine the primary spectrum from the scatter spectrum taking into
account bound electrons. The measured spectrum was compared with Monte
Carlo simulations using a linear accelerator model that was validated against beam
data.
The upcoming sections will describe the complete measurement and simulation
setup, which include the generation and application of the detector response
function and the implementation of unfolding techniques. Finally, a comparison
between measurements and simulations is presented to show the accuracy of the
measurement technique.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Measurement Setup
Measurements were performed using a 6 MV Varian Clinac® 21EX (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto CA) at the University of Wisconsin Medical Radiation Research Center (UWMRRC). A reverse electrode, high-purity germanium
(HPGe) pulse mode detector (Canberra Industries, Meriden CT) cooled to 77 K
using liquid nitrogen was used for measurement. Radiation interactions in HPGe
detectors generate electron-hole pairs in an amount that is proportional to the
incident particle’s energy [35]. The measured signal from the HPGe was processed
using Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) components including a preamDOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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plifier and amplifier for signal shaping, an analog-to-digital converter to assign a
numerical value per signal shape, and a multi-channel analyzer for binning pulses
based on their digital value (Canberra Industries, Meriden CT). The raw measurement, post signal processing, was in the form a pulse-height distribution
(PHD), and was recorded using the Genie T2000™ software (Canberra Industries, Meriden CT). An energy calibration was performed for the HPGe using a
152
Eu standard source [46] [47].
The HPGe detector was placed in a custom-built, cylindrical lead shield that
provided 10 cm of lead around the detector, and 30 cm of lead in front of the
detector. The inside cavity was lined with a 0.08 cm layer of tin and a 0.15 cm
layer of copper to eliminate the contribution of fluorescent photon signal that is
produced from interactions in the shield. A tungsten collimating insert was
placed into the shield and provided a 2 mm in-diameter aperture [23].
A photograph of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 1. The detector
and shield were positioned at three Compton-scattering angles including 46˚,
89˚, and 125˚ from the beam’s central axis. The shield’s aperture was aligned to
machine isocenter using a series of matched lasers that attached to the front face
and the back cavity of the lead shield. A cylindrical scattering rod made of
high-grade aluminum with dimensions of 2.5 cm in-diameter and 5 cm in height
was placed at isocenter.
PHD measurements were performed with the linear accelerator set to an
energy of 6 MV, a dose rate of 600 MU/min, a beam on time of 60 minutes, a
field size of (5 × 5) cm2 to limit photons not interacting with the scattering rod,
and with the MLCs retracted. In order to account for scattered photons that penetrated the detector shield, a background measurement was performed with

Figure 1. Photographs of the Compton-scattering spectrometry setup used for spectra
measurements of the Varian Clinac 21EX linear accelerator. The image shows the setup
for a CS angle of 125˚.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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identical settings on the linear accelerator, but with the pinhole collimator plugged
with a 6-inch tungsten rod. The background measurement was subtracted from
the PHD in order to isolate the intended signal.

2.2. Spectrum Processing
A detector response function (DRF) was implemented to account for the geometry of the HPGe detector and the location of the detector and shield with respect to the primary radiation beam. The DRF was generated using Monte Carlo
N-particle transport (MCNP) Version 6 [48]. A model of the HPGe detector and
shield was adapted from previous work by Bartol [23], which validated the geometry for high energy photons. A cross sectional view of the detector and shield
geometry, including the collimator, crystal, window, tin and copper detector
housing, and (p.n) contacts, is shown in Figure 2 using Visual Editor (VisEd)
(Schwarz Software and Consulting LCC, Richland WA).
Monoenergetic photons were simulated through the experimental geometry,
shown in Figure 3, and the individual detector responses resulting from each
photon energy were combined to form a DRF matrix that were subsequently
used for correction. For each individual simulation, a series of variance reduction techniques were implemented to selectively track particles that scatter toward the germanium detector. In addition, Doppler broadening was measured
using a standard source and implemented in simulations to account for statistical peak broadening in spectroscopy [44]. Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional
plot of the DRF matrix for a CS angle of 125˚, where the x-axis represents the
starting energy for all photons in the simulations, the y-axis shows the measured
photon energy, and the z-axis shows the total number of pulses normalized to a
starting particle. The majority of the contribution to the scatter spectrum at 125˚
angle originate from lower energy photons along the primary axis as higher energy
photons scatter in a more forward direction [49]. Each CS angle measurement

Figure 2. A VisEd rendering of the UWMRRC HPGe detector inside a custom built lead
shielding with a tungsten collimator.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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Figure 3. A VisEd rendering of the simulation geometry used to generate a detector response function.

Figure 4. Three-dimensional plot of the detector response function for a Compton-scattering angle of
125˚.

required a unique DRF that was descriptive of those individual setup parameter
(i.e. detector distance to isocenter, vault walls, etc.).
The detector response function was applied to the measured scatter spectrum
using an iterative spectral unfolding method that follows Gold’s deconvolution,
which was described by Bandzuch et al. [50] and applied to spectral deconvolution by Beach and DeWerd. [51] This method is a favorable deconvolution technique by minimizing non-negative solutions [52] [53].

2.3. Monte-Carlo Methods
A model of the Clinac 21EX linear accelerator with a (5 × 5) cm2 field size was
generated in MCNP6 and used to simulate spectra that were used for comparison with measurements. The physical components of the linear accelerator were
modeled using the manufacturer’s schematics (Varian Medical Systems). The
MLCs were not modeled, as all measurements were performed using jaw-defined
fields. The model was benchmarked using methods described from the recommendations from beam parameter sensitivity studies [17] [54] [55]. An optimal
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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electron energy and spot size were determined in a piecemeal fashion through
the comparison of simulated and measured percent depth dose (PDD) curves
and field profiles. Electron energies of (5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 6.0, 6.1, and 6.2) MeV and
spot sizes of (0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, and 0.16) cm were investigated. Beam
data was measured using an Exradin A12 farmer-type ionization chamber
(Standard Imaging, Middleton WI) in a Doseview 3D water tank (Standard Imaging). The optimal electron energy and spot sizes were determined using a
root-mean-square deviation test. The spectrum was scored using a fluence tally
(F5) located at a point along the beam’s central axis and below the jaws where
the measured and simulated spectra were compared.

2.4. Post Processing
Post application of response corrections and spectral unfolding, the resulting
spectra were smoothed using a moving average filter. The energy resolution of
the deconvolved energy spectrum was dependent on the CS angle. This is because the energy resolution of the PHD remained the same, so the total number
of energy bins ranged from about 500 to 2500 based on CS angle. As the angle
increased from 46˚ to 125˚, the measured PHD’s maximum energy decreased
from 395 keV to 1300 keV. The total number of monoenergetic simulations used
to generate a PHD as well as the total number of energy bins in the final deconvolved spectrum ranged from 500 to 2500. For comparison of measured spectra
with one another, a cubic spline interpolation was performed to obtain the
energy resolution of 100 keV. Figure 5 shows the smoothed and interpolated
measured spectra for all three CS angles, normalized to maximum peak energy.

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5 presents the three CS spectra were corrected using unique detector response functions and unfolded separately. Detector pileup was minimal given
the measurement setup, as there was no counts above background greater than
the maximum expected energy. In addition, the deadtime for the PHD measurements ranged from 0.5% to 4%, indicating that the collimation and CS technique limited counts to the detector. The maximum deviation between the
measured spectra was 8% above the low energy, high gradient region (above 400
keV).
The overall uncertainty and the individual contributors to that uncertainty are
presented in Table 1 for a sample point along the spectrum at 1.20 MeV. The
greatest source of uncertainty was the Type A statistical uncertainty for the PHD
measurement, which was determined by counting statistics and had a magnitude
of 5.2%. The energy calibration Type B uncertainty was determined by the accuracy of the energy calibration fit, and the Type A uncertainty was provided by
the counting statistics for the calibration measurement. Linear accelerator output over the course of 60 minutes is stable, and the PHD measurements used for
comparison were identical in time. The Type A uncertainty in the simulation of
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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Figure 5. Measured energy spectrum of a 6 MV Clinac 21EX for three Compton-scattering
angles (colors) and simulated energy spectrum (black).
Table 1. Sample uncertainty analysis for energy bin at 1.20 MeV.
Parameter

Type A

Type B

Detector energy calibration (152Eu)

0.1%

0.3%

Pulse-height distribution measurement

5.2%

Linear accelerator output

0.0%

Detector positioning*
Detector response function simulations

90.0%/1˚
0.7%

Gold’s deconvolution

0.5%
1.1%

A and B Quad sum

5.25%

1.24%

Total combined uncertainty

(k = 1)

5.39%

Expanded total uncertainty

(k = 2)

10.78%

*The detector position was iteratively adjusted for maximum signal during measurement. Based on the total
signal output the relative uncertainty was about 10%/1˚.

the DRF was set as the MCNP generated statistical uncertainty and the Type B
uncertainty was determined by varying the material composition of the scattering rod, which changes the scattering properties. The detector positioning uncertainty was determined as 90% per 1˚ (90%/1˚), which was determined by
slightly moving the position of the detector and determining the decrease in
overall intended signal. This was not accounted for in the overall uncertainty as
the detector was positioned to maximize signal to the detector, which occurs
when there is a line of sight to the scattering rod through the collimator. The reproducibility of the detector setup was demonstrated by the three setup angles
that were used. The overall uncertainty at the energy bin at 1.20 MeV is 10.8% at
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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the k = 2 (95% confidence interval) level.
A model of the Varian Clinac 21EX in MCNP6 was validated against PDD
and cross-field profile measurements by determining the optimal incident electron energy and spot size. Figure 6(a) plots the measured PDD along with the
simulated PDDs corresponding to all incident electron energies investigated in
this work along. Figure 6(c) plots the measured cross-field profile as well as simulated cross-field profiles corresponding to the electron spot sizes and the
measured profile. Profile residuals are shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(d).
After performing a RMSD test, it was found that the optimal electron energy was
6.0 MeV and the optimal spot size was 0.12 cm. These values were representative
of previous studies [17], and were used for all spectrum simulations in this work.

Figure 6. Determination of optimal beam parameters for the MCNP6 model of the Varian Clinac 21EX. (a) PDDs corresponding
to electron energies ranging from 5.7 MeV to 6.2 MeV, and (b) Residuals calculated by subtracting the measured PDD from the
simulated PDD. (c) Cross-field profiles and (d) Residuals, for electron spot sizes ranging from 0.06 cm to 0.16 cm. Measured
PDDs and profiles are in black.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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A bin-to-bin average of the three spectra was calculated and compared with
the MC-generated spectrum, shown in Figure 7(a). The simulated spectrum
showed good agreement with the measured average spectrum. Figure 7(b) shows
a bin-to-bin subtraction between the simulated and measured spectra to show
residuals. Above the high-gradient region, >400 keV, the measured and simulated spectra agreed to within 4%, which was well within the propagated uncertainty between the measurements and simulations.

4. Discussion
This work demonstrated the feasibility to measure the energy spectrum of a 6
MV linear accelerator using a pulse mode detector in a CS spectroscopy setup
and Monte Carlo corrections. Three independent measurements were taken at
different CS angles and were uniquely corrected for the response and probability
of scattered photon to determine the spectrum along the central axis. The agreement between the final spectra between the three CS angle measurements provided confidence in the methods that were implemented for DRF corrections
and spectral unfolding. In addition, the agreement between the measured spectra
and Monte Carlo simulations validated the accuracy of the measured spectrum.
The setup of the pulse mode detector was important in the measurement as
shielding and collimation were necessary to avoid detector pulse pileup. The low
deadtime and the lack of presence of added pulses indicated that the shielding
was adequate. The high statistical uncertainty due to counting statistics indicated
that the detector was over-shielded, and less extensive shielding would suffice.
The relatively low count rate with regard to the maximum detectable count rate
of a pulse mode detector indicates that the presented measurement setup could
be used for spectral measurements for higher fluence sources including flattening

Figure 7. (a) Interpolated measured energy spectrum of a 6 MV linear accelerator averaged for all three Compton-scattering angles and compared with the MCNP6 simulations, and (b) Residuals from a bin-to-bin subtraction of the measured spectrum from
the simulated spectrum.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2020.94017
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filter free beams.
The spectral processing techniques were adapted from previous work developed by Beach and De Werd [51] for a CS spectroscopy setup and with detector
shielding in a high energy, high fluence measurement. The complexity of the
DRF simulations required thorough implementation of variance reduction (VR)
and understanding of MCNP6 geometries. VR techniques reduced the time required for each simulation, and on average 200 monoenergetic simulations were
completed per day on a high performance computing cluster that runs MCNP
simulations via a parallel CPU-based architecture. The geometry of each part of
the Monte-Carlo simulation was validated against measurements, including the
detector and shield [23] and the directional scattering of photons off of the scattering rod using DXTRAN spheres [56] [57] [58]. The DRF was critical in correcting the PHD for the geometry of the experimental setup, and the agreement
between the spectra at different CS angles provides confidence in the DRF generation method.
The agreement of the measured energy spectra with MC simulations provided
validation in the measurements with the current gold standard for determining
the energy spectrum of linear accelerators. The presented method requires significant equipment and time, but presents a method that measures a pulseheight distribution, which is a combination of singular photon counts and can
be related to an energy spectrum. Other measurement techniques measure a secondary quantity (i.e. charge) and calculate the energy spectrum. The authors do
not envision direct measurement as part of the commissioning process due to
the practiciality of the presented work, but encourage the use of the measurement techniques for validating simulations or indirect measurements. Optimization of the presented method could prove valuable in validating Monte Carlo
simulations of output energy spectrum for new technologies.
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